
Secure Drum/IBC Store - WDP64-16 

Backed by our 20 year structural guarantee* 

The base of this bunded store is manufactured from 3mm mild steel sheet with RHS cross 
members and pressed ribs. The corner posts, shelf frames and main rails are all made from 
rolled hollow section. The back, sides and door are pressed from 2mm mild steel sheet 
(corrugated as required for additional strength) while the roof is pressed with suitable 
bracing. The store is welded around the perimeter (sump fully seam welded), fitted with 
crane lifting points (maximum 2000 kilos per lift point), has double sliding doors mounted on 
easy glide track fitted on both sides and the unit is shot blasted before being painted.  

*Details available on request

Size L5920 x W2800 x H3330mm at the highest point on the unit
N° of containers Sixty-four 205ltr drums or sixteen 1000 litre IBCs
Sump capacity 4100ltr 

Shelf space 1350mm 

Colour Green RAL 6029 

Tare weight 3100kg

Note: The “floor” area above the sump in the drum store areas are covered with galvanised 
steel channel sections so that loose drums or pallets can be stored directly on to them, while 
the upper shelf is an open, box section construction designed to support pallets. Grid mesh 
shelving is available for the upper shelf as a chargeable option for those who wish to have it 
fitted with a full “floor”. Please contact us for further information. 

Sales : 01926 358 635
Sales@industrial-products.co.uk 



Secure Drum/IBC Store - WDP96-24 

Backed by our 20 year structural guarantee* 

The base of this bunded store is manufactured from 3mm mild steel sheet with RHS cross 
members and pressed ribs. The corner posts, shelf frames and main rails are all made from 
rolled hollow section. The back, sides and door are pressed from 2mm mild steel sheet 
(corrugated as required for additional strength) while the roof is pressed with suitable 
bracing.

The store is welded around the perimeter (sump fully seam welded) and fitted with crane 
lifting points (maximum 2000 kilos per lift point), while the triple steel sliding doors on each 
side are mounted on easy glide tracks and the unit is shot blasted before being painted.

*Details available on request

Size 8840mm L x 2800mm W x 3330mm H at the highest point
N° of containers 96 x 205ltr or 24 x 1000ltr 

Sump capacity 6100ltr 

Shelf space 1350mm 

Colour Green RAL 6029 

Tare weight 4100kg

Note: The “floor” area above the sump is covered with galvanised steel channel sections 
so that loose drums or pallets can be stored directly on to it, while the upper shelf is an 
open, box section construction designed to support pallets. Grid mesh shelving is 
available for the upper shelf as a chargeable option for those who wish to have it fitted 
with a full “floor”. Please contact us for further information.

Sales : 01926 358 635
Sales@industrial-products.co.uk 




